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Abstract 
Rudnik, K., Self-similar metric inverse limits of invariant geometric inverse sequences, Topology 
and its Applications 48 (1992) 1-17. 
The purpose of this paper is to describe the method which allows one to use the theory of inverse 
limits in fractal geometry. In fact, I give the conditions under which an attractor of a family of 
contraction mappings is canonically homeomorphic to the inverse limit of some natural inverse 
sequence. 
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Let (X, d) be a separable metric space and let Aa be a self-similar subset of X 
generated by a family @ = {cp, , . . . , cpnl} of similarities of X. Many authors when 
dealing with self-similar sets make use of coding, i.e., they consider a topological 
(metric) space 0, = { 1, . . . , m}” of codes (or addresses) of points of A, together 
with the usual coding function rr : f&+ A@ which is continuous and surjective. Thus 
0, may be called a (topological) model for self-similar set A@. In this context one 
possible way to state the purpose of this paper is to ask: when can we find a better 
topological model for Ad, than 0, and, consequently, how good such a model 
might be. By a better model for A G I mean some metric space M such that 
O,L M-b A@ where p, h are some natural (canonical), continuous, surjective 
transformations and rr = h 0 p. Additionally M should be easy to work with and, at 
the same time, the topological (and geometrical !) structure of M should be as close 
to that of A, as possible. 
The idea is to use topological inverse limits to model (in the above meaning) 
self-similar sets; it seems to be natural since inverse limits have, in some sense, a 
hierarchical structure (note that 0, is a standard example of topological inverse 
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limit). I a general of constructing models. It Moszynska’s 
idea geometric inverse construction (see which is geometric 
modification the inverse used in 
Let me sketch the points of construction together its most 
properties. 
Usually sets are as Hausdorff of some 
of subsets X defined means of standard recursive Assume that 
= A@ where A,, c X and A,+l = lJy=, pi(A,) for each n EN. It turns out 
that in many cases one can define (also recursively-see Definition 1 .1.3) the bonding 
maps pz+’ : A,+, + A,, and thus form an inverse sequence A = (A,,, , p”,“) (the 
so-called invariant inverse sequence). Having defined an invariant inverse sequence 
I answer the following questions: When does it happen that @ A is a good model 
for A@ (Theorem 1.2.4); and, consequently, when is it the best possible model that 
one may obtain in this way (i.e., @A is homeomorphic to Aa (Theorem 1.2.6)). 
The conditions that force such situations I have found are quite simple and easy 
to be checked. 
Finally, let me point out some basic properties of such models (the practical 
applications will be the subject of a subsequent paper). 
If we have 0,s l&A, Jb A@ for some invariant inverse sequence A = 
(A I?+11 Pn “+I) where rr = h 0 p, then p and h may be chosen to have a canonical form. 
It turns out that the threads of A are convergent sequences of points of (X, d). The 
subspace of their limit point is called the metric limit of A and is denoted by @ A. 
Theorem 1.1.6 says that, in this case, l@A=lim,A =A@ and h:l&Ak+Ae 
may be defined by h((xi)) = limix, for every (x~)E @ A. Moreover, if h is a 
homeomorphism, then the natural projections pn. . &I A + A,, induce natural projec- 
tions pnh-’ : A@ + A, which form the sequence of functions uniformly convergent 
to the identity function on A@. 
It seems that the property of being the metric inverse limit is much stronger than 
the property of being the Hausdorff limit (compare [4]) and thus the method 
described below may give an additional and powerful tool in the geometry of 
self-similar sets. 
As the most striking result I prove that quite a lot of self-similar sets in Rk (the 
von Koch curve, the Sierpinski gasket etc.-“finite ramification” or nested fractal 
(see [3]) are good keywords here) have very good topological models, i.e., they are 
canonically homeomorphic to the inverse limits of some invariant inverse sequences 
in Rk whose elements are finite unions of arcs of finite length. 
I would like to thank Maria Moszynska for the motivation and valuable remarks. 
Preliminaries 
0.1. Sequences of integers 
Let N be the set of positive integers, No= NW (0) and let m E N, m 2 2. Let 
n = u;=, (1,. . . ) m}“u{O} and let &={l,. . . , m}” be the coding space with the 
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product topology. If (Y E 0 u a,, then 1 ) a will denote the length of CY. For any 
puEnu0, let plO=O and ~~l~=(~(l),...,~(n))~n for n~[,u[. By (YP we mean 
the concatenation of sequences a and /3, where Ia1 < ~0. 
0.2, Contractions and invariant sets 
(X, d) is always a complete separable metric space. If A c X, then A is the closure 
and int A is the interior of A in X. 
A mapping f: X + X is a contraction if d(f(x), f(y)) < c- d(x, y) for all x, y E X, 
where c < 1. We shall call the infimum value of c for which this inequality holds 
for all x, y E X the ratio of the contraction. 
If @={C&,..., cp,} is a set of contractions, then let 6 denote the transformation 
of 2x defined by 
&(E)=G p,(E) for EcX. 
i=L 
It is well known (see [I] or [2]), that there exists a unique compact set A@ c X 
such that &(A,) = A@. This set will be called invariant with respect to Cp. 
For any EcX and nENo let &‘(E)=E and c~,“~‘(E)=~(c~,“(E)). The set 
4”(E) will be denoted by E”. If (Y E 0, we write cpu for the composition 
cpC?(l) o * . . o (Pa(lal) and E, for qa(E). We also write q+,(E) = E, = E. 
Thus we have 
E”=U{E,: a~& Ia/=n}. (1) 
It is known (see [2]) that the sequence (E”) converges (in the Hausdorff metric) 
to A@ for any compact E c X. 
Recall that the Hausdorfldistance between any closed subsets A, B c X is defined 
by 
d,(A,B)=sup{d(a,B),d(b,A):acA, bEB}, 
where d(x, Y) = inf{d(x, y): y E Y}. 
The natural coding map rr : 0, + A O is defined by n( 7) = lim,(AQ),i,z for every 
n E R. This function is continuous and onto. 
n 
0.3. Geometric inverse sequences 
For a detailed treatment of this notion see [4]. To simplify the further notation 
we assume that all inverse sequences are indexed by elements of No. 
Let A = (A,,, pz”) be an inverse sequence of subsets of X such that every thread 
of A is convergent. The subspace of X consisting of all the limit points of the 
threads is called the metric limit of A and is denoted by l&r A. The topological 
inverse limit of A will be denoted by @ A. 
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Definition 0.3.1. An inverse sequence A is a geometric inverse sequence if and only 
if the following conditions hold: 
(i) the threads of A are equi-convergent in (X, d), i.e., 
VE > 0 3n, V(x,) E l@ A Vm 1 n, d(x,,limx,)ie, 
(ii) the canonical mapping h : l& A + l& A defined by the formula 
h((xi))=limxi for any (x~)E!&A 
I 
is a homeomorphism. 
Let us prove the following technical 
Lemma 0.3.2. Let A = (A,,, p:“) be any inverse sequence in a complete metric space 
(X, d). lf there exists a sequence (a,) of nonnegative real numbers such that 
z a,, <c co and dsup( pz+‘, id*,,+,) G CY, for every n E NO, 
?I=0 
then the threads of A are equi-convergent. 
Proof. Since Cz=‘=, cr, = 0, all threads are Cauchy sequences and thus they are 
convergent in (X, d). Let E > 0 and let k E N satisfy the condition 
Suppose, to the contrary, that for some j > k and (x,) E lim A we have - 
lim x, = x and d (x, Xj) z E. 
n 
Since there exists Ia j such that d (x, x,) < s/2 we obtain 
E s d(x, xj) 6 d(xl, x) f C d(xi, x1+1) 
i=j 
<~+~~~ dSUp(p:+‘, id,,+,)~~+ ,f ai< E, 
1 I I k 
a contradiction. q 
We shall consider the class of inverse sequences, 9&V(X), in (X, d) defined as 
follows: 
Definition 0.3.3. A = (A,,, pz”) E SXy(X) if and only if 
(i) all sets A,, are compact and IJ, A,, c Y for some compact Y c X, 
(ii) all the bonding mappings are onto. 
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A characterization of geometric sequences in JJNV(X) is given by the following 
Proposition 0.3.4 (see [4, Theorem 2.51). A E .9NV(X) is a geometric inverse sequence 
if and only if all threads of A are equi-convergent and dtflerent threads have difherent 
limits. 
Let (A,,, p:“) E 9aX’V(X). The following theorem describes the connection 
between the metric limit, & A of (A,,, pz “) and the Hausdorff limit, lim,A, of 
the sequence (A,,). 
Theorem 0.3.5. Let A = (A,, , p z”) E 9NrZr( X). 
If the threads of A are equi-convergent, then the canonical transformation 
h:L@A+l&A defined by h((x,))=lim,x; f or any (xi) E @ A is continuous and 
$tk A = lim, A. 
Proof. The continuity of h is a straightforward consequence of the hypotheses 
(compare [4, Lemma 2.31). The compactness of @A implies that b_ A is 
compact as well. Since all the bonding maps are onto we have 
A, = 
i 
x,‘: (x,) E @ A 
I 
for every n E N,. 
Let F > 0. By assumption there exists n, E N such that 
V(x,)~~litAVj>n, d(x,,limxi)<:e. 
Hence d(x,, I& A), d(lim, xi, A,) < F for every j > n, and, finally, d,(A,, @ A) c 
E forj>n,, which gives the result. 0 
1. Invariant inverse sequences 
Generalizing the notion of invariant sets we shall define invariant inverse sequen- 
ces. Their inverse limits are supposed to be good models for self-similar sets. 
1.1. Definitions and basic properties 
Definition 1.1.1. If A = (A,,, pz”), B = (B,, qz+‘) are inverse sequences and ri+’ = 
p;” u q:+’ is a function for every n EN,,, then Au B = (A,, u B,, rI+‘). 
Definition 1.1.2. Let cp :X-+X be a continuous function and let A = (A,, p:“), 
B = (p(A,,), qE+‘) be inverse sequences. We say that I3 is the image of A under cp, 
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and write B = q*(A), if the diagram 
A, A A, P: - A, <__ . . . 
I 0 ‘p . . . 
” 
I 
- cp(A,) - q(A2) -. . . 
commutes. 
Generally, PO* is a partial function on the class of all inverse sequences in X and 
also on the class .9aXY(X). Let ai = (i, i + 1, i + 2, . . .) for i E N,. For any sequence 
S (inverse sequence, sequence of points of X or sequence of integers in 0,) let 
o:(S) denote the result of the ith shift operation on S, i.e., oi(S) = S 0 CT,; thus if, 
for example, S = (S,, p”,“) is an inverse sequence, then (T,(S) = (S,,+i, pz:j”). Recall 
that A” = &“(A) for any A c X. 
Definition 1.1.3. Let @ = {‘p, , . . . , p,} be a family of contractions of (X, d) and 
A = (A”, pz”) E 3&Y”(X). We say that A is invariant with respect to CD if 
(i) o,(A) = UZ, cp!YA), 
or, equivalently, 
(i)’ for every cp E @ the diagram 
4 
A’-A’ 
p: 
-A2 ‘_ . . . 
commutes. 
Notice that if A” = A0 for every n E No and all the bonding maps are identities, 
then the invariance of A with respect to cf, is equivalent to the invariance of A’. 
The class of all inverse sequences in X invariant with respect to @ will be denoted 
by S(a). 
Lemma 1.1.4. For every A = (A”, pz”) E 9( @) and n E No: 
(i) cr,(A)~9(0) and l@a,,(A)={a,(x):x~l@A}=~{(cp,(x~)):a~~, 
IaI=n, (Xi)E&A}. 
(ii) For every (Y E fi with ((~1 = n and (xi) E &I A, ifx, E cp,(AO), then xj E ~,~,(A”) 
for every j C n. 
(iii) For every (xi) E @ A there exists p E f2, such that xj E cp,l,(A’) for every 
jENo. 
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Proof. (ii) We shall show this by induction on n EN. The case n = 1 is obvious so 
let k > 1 and let us assume that (ii) holds for every n < k. Let (Y E n and (xi) E @ A 
be such that I(YI = k and xk E cp,(A’). If p =(cY(~), . . . , a(k))E 0 and z,EA’ with 
cp,(z,) = qa(,) 0 ‘pp(zo) = x,, then, by Definition 1.1.3(i)’ for cp = (Pi, we obtain 
k 
xkbl =Pkpl o cp,(zo) = (Pa(l)oP:~:o (Pp(zo). 
From IpI = k - 1 < k and +&_1) = (a( I))&-r, it follows, by the inductive assumption, 
that 
xk-l E ‘~a(,) o (PP,+JA~) = (P~,&A~). 
Using the inductive hypothesis again, we obtain 
x, E cp,,,(A’) for i 6 k - 1, 
which completes the proof of (ii). 
(iii) Let us consider 0, with the product topology. Obviously, 0, is compact. 
Let (xi) E @ A and let us define 
r,, = {/* E 0,: Vi G n xi E Az,C} for every n 2 0. 
By Definition 1.1.3(i)’ and Lemma 1.1.4(ii), we obtain 
rkIr,,#@ for every nENo and k<n. 
Since every set r,, is closed, by the Cantor theorem we have nrso r,, # 0. Obviously, 
if p E nTzo r,, then x, E pfil,(Ao) for every j E No. 0 
Next we establish the following 
Lemma 1.15 If A E 9( @), then the threads of A are equi-convergent. 
Proof. Let ri be the ratio of Cpi for i = 1,. . . , m and r = max, ri. We shall show that 
if /3,, = r* . diam(A’u A’), then /3,, 2 dsUp(p~+‘, idA”+l) for all n, which will, by Lemma 
0.3.2, give the result. 
Take n E No and let SZ = d,,,(pZ~~,,u, id,,lja) for any (Y E 0 such that /LYE = n. 
Then, by Definition 0.2.1, 
dsUp(p~+‘, idAll+l) = max{sI: LY E 0, (LYI = n}. 
Now observe that Lemma 1.1.4(ii) implies 
s~~diam(cp,(A”)uqP,(A’))=diam(cp,(AouA’)) 
5 racl). . . r+) . diam(A’u A’) G r” . diam(A’u A’) = Pn 
which, by (2), completes the proof. 0 
(2) 
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As an easy consequence of Theorem 0.3.5 and Lemma 
Theorem 1.1.6. Let A = (A”, pi”) E 9(Q) be an invariant inverse sequence. Then 
1.1.5 we obtain 
h 
lim A” - l& A” = limH A” = A@ - n 
where h is the canonical, continuous map dejined in Definition 0.3.l(ii). 
We shall now give some examples. Assume, for the purpose of the examples, that 
(X, d) is R2 with the Euclidean metric. 
Example 1.1.7 (see Fig. 1). Let a, = (O,O), a, = (0, l), a E R2, @ = {cpl, (p2}, where cp, 
is a homothety of R2 with the center a, and the ratio ri for i = 1,2. Assume that 
O< r, + r2s 1 and define A = (&‘({a}), pz”), where p:(x) = a for every x E {a}’ and 
p:“(x) = cp, opi-, 0 (cp,)-‘(x) for n 2 1 and XE cp,(A”) c A”+‘. It is easy to check 
that A E 9( CD), whence, by Theorem 1.1.6, A0 = l@ A. This is the unit segment if 
rI + r2 = 1 or the Cantor set (i.e., a compact, O-dimensional set of power continuum) 
otherwise. 
u 
. 
. 
a1 
Fig. 1. 
. 
02 
Example 1.1.8 (see Fig. 2). Let a,, a2, a3 be the vertices of an isosceles triangle in 
R2 and let Q, = {cp, , cpz, (p3}, where cpi is a homothety with the center a, and the ratio 
r, = 4 for i = 1,2,3. Then A@ is the Sierpinski gasket. 
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a3 a3 
JJyjJp~ 
al a2 al PI(Q) a2 
Fig. 2. 
Now, let a be the orthocenter of n(u,, a*, ai) (a simplex with vertices a,, a,, u3) 
and define A = (A”, pz”) by the conditions: 
(i) A’= tJ=, LL(u~, a) (here a denotes closed segment); 
(ii) the function p:: A’ + A0 satisfies 
(1) P&~,,MII =~~Iw~~,,,c~u, 
(2) p: maps isometrically each of the segments n(cp,(u), cpj(u,)) onto the 
segment n(cp,(u), (a)) for i = 1,2,3 and i # j; 
(iii) p:“(x) = cp, 0 pi-, 0 (cp,))‘(x) for n 2 1 and x E cp,(A”) c A”+‘. 
Again AE~(@) and A@=@A. 
Example 1.1.9 (see Fig. 3). Let a,, a, be as in Example 1.1.7, let u3 = ($, &6) and 
@ = {cp,, cp2}, where for i = 1,2, the map cp, is the unique similarity of R2 with the 
negative determinant such that . 
cPi(u,) = uiy If l=J, 
u3, otherwise. 
Then Aa is the Koch curve. 
Now define A = (A”, p:“) by the conditions 
(i) A 0 =n(u,, a2 , ) 
(ii) p: is the orthogonal projection of A’ = n(u,, u3) u LI(u,, u3) onto A’, 
(iii) p:“(x) = cpC 0pz-, 0 (cp,))‘(x) for n 2 1 and x E p,(A”) c A”“. 
Then A E 9(Q) and A0 = @ A. 
Fig. 3 
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1.2. Models for invariant sets 
In order to answer .the question: when is @A a better model for A0 than 0, 
we need two more definitions. 
Let A,, = ((A'),,,, , (~Z+')l~~y,,~~+,~) for every 77 E 0,. It is easily seen (by Lemma 
1.1.4) that A, is an inverse sequence such that l&A, is a singleton for every 
7~0, and l@A=UV,,,_l&AA,. 
Definition 1.2.1. Let A = (A”, p”,“) E 9( @). An infinite sequence 17 E fl, is associated 
with a thread x= (q)~l&A if and only if x~l&A,, i.e., x,EA’$, = 
‘pq,(l)O. . . 0 qqrj(Ao) for i 2 0. 
By Lemma 1.1.4(iii), for every x E @A the set of sequences associated with x 
is not empty. Notice that it need not be a singleton (Examples 1.1.8 and 1.1.9). 
Definition 1.2.2. We say that A E 9( ~0) satisfies the sieve condition if different threads 
of A have disjoint sets of associated sequences or, in other words, l&A, is a 
singleton for every 77 E 0,. 
Theorem 1.2.3. Let A = (A”, pz”) E 9( @). If A satis$es the sieve condition then @ A 
is a better topological model for A@ than 0,. 
Proof. In fact, if we define p: &+l@A by p(7) =@A, for every q E 0, 
then, by Lemma 1.1.4(iii), p is onto. It also seems to be clear that p is continuous 
and r=hop. 0 
The next theorem gives a very simple condition forcing such situations. A metric 
d^ on A0 which existence is assumed below is often a subspace metric induced by 
d (Examples 1.1.7 and 1.1.9). In the three “nonstandard” cases I know (Examples 
1.1.8, Theorem 1.3.5, and the case of the Sierpinski carpet) d^ should be defined as 
a natural intrinsic metric on a suitably chosen set A’. 
Theorem 1.2.4. Let A = (A”, p”,“) E 9( CD). If there exists a metric d on A0 inducing 
a stronger topology than that induced by d and I+!I~ =pA 0 (qi)lAo is a contraction of 
(A’, 2) for every i E (1, . . . , m}, then lim A is a better model for A* than 0,. - 
Proof. By Theorem 1.2.3, it is sufficient to show that A satisfies the sieve condition. 
Let qE&, k E No, n 3 k and let p” be the projection from 9 A onto A” and let 
p;=p:+lO.. .op;_,. 
Self-similar meiric inverse limits 
Consider the diagram: 
A0 
4 
- A’ 
I ~?(,,-I) I 9 111,1-l, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
A0 
4 p;:;:: +- . . . . . . - An-k-’ 
. . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ak 
P;+’ 
- Ak+’ p::: 
?I 
p,,-I 
,- . . . . . . - A" 
From the commutativity of the diagram (see Definition 1.1.3) it follows that 
cp Tlh ’ &,(k+l) ’ ’ ’ ’ 0 +,c,,(Ao) =p; 0 q,,,,(A’) for every n 3 k. 
By assumption we have lim,,, diamz(+,(k+,j 0 . . .o $T,(,,(Ao)) = 0 and 
lim diamd(cp,,k o &(k+l) o. * . o (L,,,dA’)) =O. 
n-cO 
Since pk =pE op” and p”(l& A,) c q,,,,(A’) we obtain 
P”(&!!! &,)c ‘Pq,, o $q,k+I) o. * . o $v(,)(Ao) for every n 2 k, 
11 
(3) 
which by (3) implies that pk(l& A,) is a singleton for every k E No. Thus @ A,, 
is a singleton so A satisfies the sieve condition. 0 
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Definition 1.2.5. A sequence A E 9( CD) respects intersections if and only if for every 
LY, p E 0 with Ia\ = 101, 
(AO),n(AO)pZkl * ARnAifO. 
The next theorem shows that the condition of respecting intersections is the extra 
condition to imply that a model @ A is the best possible model for A@ (i.e., is 
homeomorphic to A,). 
Theorem 1.2.6. Assume that an inverse sequence A E 9( @) satisjies the sieve condition. 
If A respects intersections, then h : @ A + A0 is a homeomorphism so A is a geometric 
inverse sequence. 
Proof. We have the following situation 
h 
&/-4&A”-- !& A” = lim, A” = A,,,. 
n 
It is enough to show that 
T(P) = TOP = ~(5) for every P, 5E &. (4) 
In fact, (4) implies that h is invertible since p 0 C’ is then an inverse for h. This 
will finish the proof, by Theorems 1.1.6 and 1.2.3. 
Let us assume that n(p)= g(t), p(p)=(xi)=x and p(s)=(z,)=z for some 
Pu, 5E 0,. Notice that 
T(P) = 71.(l) E (A&+ n (&)C,,, f B for n E NC,, (5) 
which follows from the definition of rr and the fact that ((A,)J is a descending 
sequence. 
Since A respects intersections, we obtain 
At,,t n A’$,# # @ for n E N,. (6) 
Since all the bonding maps are surjective, by (6), for every i E& there exists a 
thread t’ = (tl) such that ti E AL, n A:,, . 
By Lemma 1.1.4(ii), 
ti E At,, n A:,,. for k d i. (7) 
Let (&) be a subsequence of (t’) convergent to t E !im A (recall that @A is 
compact). 
If t = (t,,), then 
t, = lim ti 
k 
for n EN”. 
Obviously, if k > n, then ik > n as well; so, by (7), we obtain 
t$ E A:,!, n A’$,, for k > II. 
(8) 
(9) 
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Since At,,2 n A& is closed, (8) and (9) imply 
r, E A& n A:,_ for n EN,, (IO) 
which means that both p and 5 are associated with r, whence, p(p) = p(t) and (4) 
is proved. 0 
Let us notice that the property of respecting intersections of an invariant sequence, 
though simple and useful as we shall see below, seems to be a little bit inconvenient 
in some situations. Actually, it deals with an invariant set A@ which, sometimes, 
may be rather hard to look at. Let us formulate the conditions, stronger than the 
property of respecting intersections, which may be helpful in such situations. 
Definition 1.2.7 (see [2, p. 7351). A family of contractions, @ = {cp,, . . . , cp,}, of X 
satisfies the open set condition if for some open, bounded, and nonempty set U c X 
we have 
(i) 6(U) c U, and 
(ii) rpi(U)ncpj(U)=O for i#j. 
If U is fixed we say that @ satisfies the open set condition with the set U. 
The simple proof of the following proposition is left to the reader. 
Proposition 1.2.8. Let a family of contractions @J satisfy the open set condition with 
the open set U. Suppose thatfor an inverse sequence A E 9( CD) the following conditions 
hold 
(i) A”c U, and 
(ii) 0, n up f @aAt n Ai # 0 for every a, p E R with (aI= IpI. 
Then A respects intersections. 
1.3. Models for self-similar sets 
In this chapter we are going to deal with the most familiar case, i.e. when all 
elements of @ are contractive similarities of (X, d). We shall show first that in this 
case the sieve condition may be formulated in a formally weaker form. 
Let us start with the following 
Lemma 1.3.1. Let @ = {cpI, . . . , cp,} be a family of contractive similarities of X and 
let !Pa = {+s: *” = (P~ 0 cpi 0 ((pa)-‘, i = 1,. . . ,m}forcu~~.IfA=(A”,p~+‘)~4(4j), 
then 
(i) p:“(x) = rp, ~pi_~ 0 (pi)-‘(x) for n 2 1 and XE cp,(A”), 
(ii) (P,)*(A) E ,a(*“), 
(iii) the sequence t_~ is associated with x E !&I A if and only if t_~ is associated with 
(POE@ P:(A), i.e., xi E cp,,,(AO)e~~(x,) E cCrE,,(cp,(AO)). 
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Proof. (iii) Let p E &, LYE R, and i>O. Observe that (cr;,, = cpu o(P~,,o((P~)-‘, 
whence (CI~,,((P~(A’)) = pa o UP,,. 
Thus 
xi E (PFI~ (A’) e 90 (xi) E CPU 0 v,~,(AO) 
e cp,(xi) E G1:,,MA”)) 
and the proof of (iii) is complete. 0 
Proposition 1.3.2. Suppose that CD = {cp, , . . . , cp,} is a family of contractive similarities 
of (X, d) and A E 9( @). Then A satisfies the sieve condition if and only if for distinct 
threads x, ZE!@ A such that d(xo, zo)> d(x,, z,) the sets of sequences associated 
with n and z, respectively, are disjoint. 
Proof. (+) Let x=(x,), z = (zi) E @ A and let p E 0, be associated with both x 
and z. It is clear that lim x =lim z. If xf z, then there exists kENo such that 
d(xk, G) > d(xk+r , zk+l ). Let us consider the sequences ok(x), Us E @ p:(A) 
for some (Y E 0 with ICI I= k. It is easy to show that gk(p) is associated with mk(x) 
and ok(z). By Lemma 1.1.4(i), there exist u, WE&IA such that cp,,,(u) = uk(x) 
and ~p,,~(w) = ok(z). By Lemma 1.3.l(iii), the sequence vk(p) is associated with u 
and w, so, since d ( vo, wo) > d (v, , w,), by the assumption, o = w. Therefore (TV = 
ak(z) and x = z, a contradiction. 0 
As the last result we shall prove that if A@ is a “finitely ramified” self-similar 
subset of Rk invariant with respect to a family @ of similarities satisfying the open 
set condition with a connected set U, then it has a model @A”, homeomorphic 
to AQ, which is better than 0, and such that every A” is a finite union of arcs of 
finite lengths. 
Let now (X, d) be the space Rk with Euclidean metric and let @ consist of 
similarities of [Wk. We shall write ai for the fixed point of cpi and F for the set of 
these fixed points. 
Lemma 1.3.3. Suppose that CD satisjies the open set condition. For any a, E F and any 
n E N there exists exactly one sequence CY E 0 of length n (namely the constant sequence 
(i,..., i)) such that ai E (A,),. 
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that a, E p,(A,) n pa (A,) for some a, E F and 
p#(w, where a=(i,..., i) is a constant sequence of length n and lp( = 1~~1. Thus 
ai=cpp(y) for some YEA@. 
We need some Hausdorff measure theory now. Let D denote the Hausdorff 
dimension of A@ and let 9YD be the D-dimensional Hausdorff measure in Rk. Since 
the open set condition holds, by Hutchinson’s theorem (see [2, Theorem 5.3.1]), 
A@ is self-similar, thus, in particular 
O<Z?(A,)<oo and 2YD(cpa(A~)ncp,(A,))=0. (11) 
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Let now B(x, s) be the closed ball with center x and radius F, and let 0(x, A) 
denote the lower D-dimensional density of the set A at the point x, i.e., 
0 (x, A) = lim$f 
2if(AnB(x,~)) 
(2&)D . 
In the same theorem of Hutchinson it is shown that 0(x, A,) is nonzero and finite 
for every x E A@, so assume that 
@(ai, A@) = Ai and O(y, A,) = A where 0 <Ai, A < ~0. (12) 
It is well known that lower densities are invariants of similarities thus 
@(ai, cp,(A+))= hi and @(a,, p@(A@))= A. (13) 
Using (II)-(13) we obtain 
Ai = @(a,, A,) 2 @(a;, cp,(Aa) u cpa(Aa)) 
= lim inf ~D(((om(Aa.) u up) n B(ai, ~1) 
E'O O&ID 
=liminf ~D((~cz(A~.)nB(ui, &))U(9p(Ae)nB(ui, &)I) 
E-O (2s)” 
= lim inf 
XD(rp,(A,)nB(ui,~))+~D(~a(A~)nB(ui,~)) 
F-O @I" (2.5)D 
3 @(a,, cam)+ @(a;, ~os(A,)) 
= hi + A, 
a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 1.3.4. Zf the family of similarities @ = {cp, , . . . , pm} sutisjies the open set 
condition and A E 9( @), then for every i E { 1, . . . , m} exactly one thread of &n A 
converges to a fixed point a, of similarity cp,. 
In [3] Lindstrom gave an axiomatic definition of nested fractals which are 
self-similar sets in lRk satisfying the open set condition and, among others, the 
following nesting axiom: 
(A,), n (AQ)p = F, n Fp provided (Y, p E 0, (Y # p, and IczI= IpI. 
In physics literature, self-similar sets satisfying the condition of this kind are 
often called “finitely ramified”. Let us prove the following 
Theorem 1.3.5. Let @ = {cp, , . . . , cp,) be a family of contructive similarities of Rk. Zf 
@ sutisjies the nesting axiom and the open set condition with a connected open set U, 
then there exists an invariant inverse sequence A = (A", pz”) E 9( @) in Rk such that 
(i) lim A is the best model for Aa, 
(ii) 2 is a finite union of arcs of jinite length for every n 2 0. 
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Proof. The construction of A is a generalization of the one described in Example 
1.1.8 SO Fig. 2 may be helpful. Let F = {ai: pi(Ui) = ui for i = 1,. . . , m}. Choose any 
ae U\F and let Z={L,,..., L,} be any family of arcs of finite length such that 
for i,jE{l,...,m} 
(11) L, joins ai and a, 
(12) Li\{ailc U, 
(13) LinLj={a} whenever i#j. 
Since U is connected and F c t!I?, the existence of P’ is clear (notice that, by 
Lemma 1.3.3, a, # aj if i#j). Let us define A=A’=U 2’. For any x,y~A’ let 
L(x, y) be the unique arc contained in A0 with the endpoints x, y, and for any arc 
Lc Rk let lb(L) be the length of L. Let 2 be an intrinsic metric on A’, i.e., 
d (x, y) = lh( L( x, y )) for every x, y E A’. In order to define the first bonding map 
pA:A’+A’, for every iE{l,. . . , m} choose zi E L;\{a, ai} in such a way that if i fj, 
then lh(cp,(Lj))~lh(L(a, zi)). 
Let us consider the family of continuous maps fi: cpi(Ao)+ Li c A0 for i E 
(1,. *. 3 m} such that 
(1) A(cp(U))=Zi for every iE{l,...,m}, 
(2) f;(ui)=ai andJ(cpi(aj))=a if i#j, 
is an intrinsic similarity with respect to intrinsic metrics on cp,(L,) and Lj. 
The existence of such a family follows from the definition of R If we now define 
p:,=U:, J;, th en p: is a continuous function from A’ onto A’. Indeed, every J 
transform continuously cpi(Ao) onto Li and if x belongs to the intersection of the 
domains of J; and J for i #j, then, by the open set condition and (12), x = ~,(a,,) = 
pj(U,) for some 1 s 1, n s m. Using Lemma 1.3.3 we infer that x is not a fixed point 
of pi nor ‘pi; thus, by (2), we obtain f;(x) =4(x) = a. The remaining bonding maps 
are defined inductively by p”,“(x) = cpi opz_r 0 (cp,))‘(x) for n 2 1 and XE 
cp,(A”) c A”+’ (th e nesting axiom works here). 
It is easy to see that the functions p: 0 (vi), A0 are contractions of (A’, 2) which 
follows from (3) and the careful choice of the points zi. Hence, by Theorem 1.2.4, 
our sequence satisfies the sieve condition so l&r A is a better model for A* than 
0,. To complete the proof of (i) it is sufficient to show that A respects the 
intersections. This is true because F c A0 and since the nesting axiom holds. There- 
fore the proof is finished since (ii) follows directly from the construction. 0 
Remark. The nesting axiom is the most restrictive condition among the assumptions 
of the above theorem. Hopefully it is not necessary. In fact, Sierpinski’s carpet may 
be also modeled in this way. 
Examples 1.3.6 (revisited). The family of contractions constructed in Example 1.1.7 
satisfies the open set condition with U = int n(a, , a,, a3). The sequence A satisfies 
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the sieve condition, by Lemma 1.3.2(i). It is easily seen that A0 satisfies the remaining 
assumptions of Proposition 1.2.8 if and only if r, + r2 < 1. Therefore, in this case, 
A@ is the metric inverse limit of A. If r, + r2 = 1, then Aa is the unit segment while 
QIJ A is O-dimensional. 
In Example 1.1.8 the sieve condition holds, by Theorem 1.2.4 (it is enough to 
take the intrinsic metric as a). Therefore the Sierpinski gasket is the metric inverse 
limit of A. Likewise the Koch curve is the metric inverse limit of the sequence 
defined in Example 1.1.9. 
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